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News and Announcements 

• IBM LaserPrlnters 
You can purchase two ofiBM's newest laser printers through the 
Microcomputer Discount Program: the LaserPrinter (4019) and 
the LaserPrinter E (4019E). 

Both are 300 dot-per-inch printers that come with a one-year 
warranty and built-in parallel and serial interfaces. You select the 
interface you want to use from the printers' control panel. Both 
printers use the same toner cartridges, font cards, memory up
grades, and have the same paper handling features. Except for 
speed, monthly printing capacity, and price the two printers are 
nearly identical. Those differences are listed in the table below; a 
table at the end of this article lists options you can buy for the 
4019s. You can upgrade the 4019E to the 4019. 

4019 and 4019E Differences 

LaserPrlnter 
4019 

4019E 

Pages per Minute 
10 
5 

Printer Emulations 

Monthly Capacity 
20,000 
12,000 

Price 
$1342 

1017 

Both 4019s include support for IBM Personal Printer Data Stream 
(PPDS), HP Laser Jet Series II printer emulation, as well as IBM 
7372 and HP 7475A plotter emulations. On both printers you 
can select these options from the front control panel or through 
software commands. 

Fonts 
Both 4019s have two slots for IBM font cards, and their built-in 
font is a variation on the typewriter style Courier, a fixed width 
font. On both laser printers software that supports IBM PPDS 
emulation prints these fonts: Courier 10, 12, 17.1, Courier Bold 
10, and Boldface PS. Software that supports HP LaserJet emula
tion prints these fonts: Courier 10, Courier 10 Bold, and Courier 
16.7 on the 4019 and Lineprinter 16.7 on the 4019E. The built-in 
fonts are available in portrait (tall) or landscape (wide) page 
orientations. 

(_..News continued on •.••••...•..••.•••..... Page 1.50 
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IBM and IBM Compatibles: 
Performance Issues 

Almost everyone considering purchasing a microcomputer 
asks: "How much computer do I need?" In general, any 
modern microcomputer will be adequate for 
elementary word processing. However, if you 
need a computer for more than basic home 
use and plan to use sophisticated 
software, you may need a high 
performance machine. High 
performance machines incorpo
rate newer technology, which 
increases their cost. 

To help you make intelligent trade-offs between cost and 
performance, this article will look at how a micro
computer's processor, memory, clock speed, and disk 
drives influence performance. We will begin by discussing 
the different microprocessors used in IBM and compatible 
microcomputers and their advantages and disadvantages. 
We will also discuss other issues that contribute to system 
performance, such as speed and ability to store instructions 
and information. Naturally, these discussions will be more 
technical than some of our other articles. 

Intel Family of Microprocessors 
In 1978 the Intel corporation introduced the 8086 
microprocessor. Later Intel introduced the 8088 micro
processor which, in 1981, was used in the first IBM 
microcomputer. In the nine years since the original IBM 

PC's introduction, Intel has released a series of new and 
more powerful microprocessors. These microprocessors 
are used in a variety ofiBM and IBM compatible micro
computers. 

Our handouts and other technical descriptions contain vital 
statistics about individual microcomputers. The most 
important performance related item is the type of micro
processor used in the machine. This central processing 
unit (CPU), or microprocessor, is the brain of your 
microcomputer. The CPU is responsible for computations 
and for controlling peripheral electronic components, such 
as printers. 

The table below lists Intel's 8086 family; these micropro
cessors are used in PC/MS-DOS microcomputers. 

Intel Family· in Order of Power 

• 8088 
• 8086 
• 80286 
• 386SX 
• 386DX (sometimes called 80386) 
• i486 

The Basics 
Before we discuss your microcomputer's hardware in 
detail, we need to look at an overview of how computers 
work. 

Performing a 
Simple Task 

0 Instruction Fetch: inside the CPU. Most information 
must be stored in these CPU registers 
before it is acted upon. 

This section will give you an idea of 
what your CPU must do to perform a 
simple task, such as adding two 
numbers together. 

0 Add 2 and 3 Together 
Someone must write a set of instruc
tions (a program) to tell the computer 
(CPU) what to do. Once this pro
gram is loaded into memory, it 
controls all the computer's resources. 

Store Value in RAM 
The first thing your program does is to 
instruct the CPU to fetch the first 
instruction. In our sample program, 
that instruction is to take the value 2 
and store that value at some location 
in RAM. Once this transfer is accom
plished, the CPU does another 
instruction fetch. The next instruction 
is to store the value 3 in another 
location in RAM. 

0 Memory Fetch: 
Move Value from RAM to CPU 

Besides keeping information in RAM, 
your computer keeps some kinds of 
information in CPU registers. Regis
ters are temporary storage locations 

The program's next set of instructions 
will load the values that we just stored 
in RAM into the CPU registers. Once 
the values are in the CPU registers, 
they can be processed. This process is 
called a memory fetch. 

So, our computer needs to get the 
values 2 and 3 from RAM to their own 
CPU registers. The next instruction 
adds the two numbers in the CPU 
registers together to obtain a sum. 



CPUs 
The central processing unit in your microcomputer 
perfOrms one instruction at a time. These instructions, 
when issued in the proper manner, constitute a computer 
program. Before the program can be executed by the 
CPU, it must reside in the computer's random access 
memory (RAM). 

Operating systems, such as PC/MS-DOS, have special 
programs that are responsible for loading a program from 
your disk into your microcomputer's RAM. RAM is 
memory that is used temporarily for whatever tasks your 
computer must perform; it is your computer's scratch pad. 

Once the program is loaded into your computer's RAM, 
the program's instructions are moved from RAM to the 
CPU - one instruction at a time, based on a request from 
the CPU. This process is called an instruction fetch. 

How complicated can it be for your CPU to execute a 
program that adds two numbers together? It's a little 
more complicated than most people realize. To get an idea 
of what your CPU must do to perform a simple task, read 
Performing 11- Simple Task below. If you already have an 
idea of the CPU's role, you may want to move on to the 
next section about RAM. 

How Much RAM Is Enough? 
As explained earlier, programs must be loaded from disk 
into RAM before your computer can act on the program's 
instructions. The amount of random access memory you 

need is dependent upon two things: the software you plan 
to use and the size of your pocket book. 

To run older PC/MS-DOS software, 640KofRAM is 
generally enough, since most DOS software can use only 
640K of RAM, regardless of how much RAM is installed in 
your computer. So, if you do not intend to run Windows 
3.0, OS/2, or other programs that support expanded or 
extended RAM, a machine with 1MB RAM has more than 
enough memory for your tasks. (In an upcoming micro
computer newsletter we will again discuss extended and 
expanded RAM.) However, more software is beginning to 
use new techniques to access more than the old standard 
640KofRAM. 

Your RAM needs, like all storage space, follow a corollary 
to the law of Entropy: over time, the RAM requirements of 
commercial software expands to fill the available memory. 

On DOS machines, RAM in excess of 640K is organized in 
two different ways: extended and expanded. For some 
applications, expanded memory is a quick fix to the DOS 
640K barrier. Extended memory is the long term solution 
to using more RAM. Extended memory is the type of 
RAM supported by Windows 3.0, OS/2, and other newer 
software. We expect extended memory to be the predomi
nant way of organizing RAM beyond 640K 

Ultimately, you are limited by how much RAM each CPU 
can handle, as shown in the table below. (A megabyte is 
roughly l million bytes of storage. A gigabyte is roughly 1 
billion bytes of storage. One byte on a microcomputer is 
large enough to represent a single character, such as B, b, 
5, or$.) 

0 Memory Store: 
Move Value from CPU to RAM 

The resulting sum is returned from its 
register to RAM using a process called 
memory store. A memory store is the 
opposite of a memory fetch. 

These numbers are too large to be 
stored in a single location in RAM. 
Each number will require four loca
tions (bytes) of RAM, that is, each 
number will require 32 bits of memory 
space. 

On the 386DX computer the CPU 
must go through 4 steps: 
• 2 memory fetches: 1 fetch for 

each number since the data bus is 
4 bytes (32-bits) wide (the 386 
can gobble the whole 32-bit 
number at once) 

0 Return Control to 
Operating System 

Finally, our program will return 
control of the CPU to the operating 
system, i.e. PC/MS-DOS. 

0 Performing a Simple Task? 
50,000+100,000 

Now let's compare this program on 
the 8088 CPU versus the 386DX by 
adding the numbers 50,000 and 
100,000. 

On the 8088 computer the CPU must 
go through 14 steps: 
• 8 memory fetches: 4 fetches for 

each number since the data bus 
(see the D~~-t11- Bus Size section) is 
only 1 byte (8-bits) wide 

• 2 adds (because of the small 
register size), and 

• 4 stores to memory to save the 
large sum. 

• 1 add, and 
• 1 store to memory to save the 

sum. 

When you think of a Lotus 1-2-3 
spreadsheet with many rows and 
columns of numbers, you can see that 
the CPU must perform many instruc
tions just to accomplish what, origi
nally, seemed like a simple task. 
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How Much Ram Can Each CPU Handle? 

CPU Maximum RAM 
8088 ......................... 1 megabyte 
8086 ......................... 1 megabyte 
80286 ....................... 16 megabytes 
386SX ........................ 16 megabytes 
80386 (386DX) ......... .4 gigabytes 
i486 .......................... .4 gigabytes 

Sometimes your memory expansion options are not limited 
by the CPU, but by the hardware setup. For example, the 
IBM PS/2 Model 80s have 80386 CPUs, and they come 
in several models. Models 121 and 321 come standard 
with 2MB of RAM. You can add a 2MB memory module 
to the system board that is in Models 121 and 321, giving 
you 4MB of RAM. Two other PS/2 80s, Models A2l and 
A3l, come standard with 4MB of RAM. You can add a 
4MB memory module to the system board that is in 
Models A2l and A3l, giving you 8MB of RAM. On all 
four PS/2 80s, you can expand memory up to 16MB by 
adding a memory expansion board. Currently IBM has no 
provision for adding more memory to these machines. 

Speed 
For most people, speed of operation is the second most 
important performance issue. Speed is more critical for 
some software applications than for others. While speed is 
important for spreadsheets, databases, and graphics 
applications, it may be less important for word processing 
applications. In the sections below we will discuss the 
main factors that contribute to the speed, or lack thereof, 
of your microcomputer. 

We will discuss the more important speed issue first: the 
computer's clock. The next sections will discuss other 
factors that relate to system performance. 

Computer Clocks 
Every microcomputer has a clock. This clock is different 
than the normal time-of-day clock. A microcomputer's 
clock ticks at an extremely high rate of speed. The tick rate 
is usually measured in megahertz (MHz), or millions of 
ticks per second. The original IBM microcomputer's clock 
ticks at a rate of 4.77 MHz ( 4.77 million ticks per second). 
Today it is not uncommon to see clock rates of 33 MHz, 
and some are as fast as 40 MHz. 

The CPU instructions we talked about earlier each take 
some number of ticks, or clock cycles, to execute. Most 
instructions take between land 10 ticks per instruction. 
The faster the clock rate, the less time the computer takes 
to execute an instruction. Say our sample 2+3 program 
took 200 ticks of the clock to run. The table below shows 
how long it would take to execute the program on ma
chines with different clock speeds. 

Speed of Program That Takes 200 Clock Ticks 

Clock Speed/MHz 
4.77 

8 
16 
20 
25 
33 
40 

Execution Time/Seconds 
.0000419 (200/4,770,000) 
.0000250 
.0000125 
.0000100 
.0000080 
.0000061 
.0000050 

As you can see, the 40 MHz machine runs about 10 times 
faster than the 4.77 MHz machine. This speed difference 
is important when you consider how long it would take to 
perform all the calculations in a spreadsheet document. 

Fetching Memory 
Earlier, we discussed moving values, such as the numbers 
2 and 3, from RAM to CPU registers. In the following 
paragraphs we will discuss two memory fetch performance 
considerations: the speed of the fetch, and the size of the 
item being fetched. 

RAM's Maximum Access Speed 
The RAM in your microcomputer is rated at a maximum 
access speed. The circuitry involved can only react to a 
memory fetch or memory store at a certain rate. That rate 
is determined by the system clock, not by the maximum 
speed of the RAM chip. All memory chips are stamped 
with a number that displays the chip's maximum rated 
speed. Currently, RAM speed is rated in nanoseconds, i.e. 
l billionth of a second. The stamped number is generally 
on the order of 200 nanoseconds (ns), !SOns, lOOns, etc. 
The larger the number, the longer your CPU must wait 
before it can get more values from memory, so lOOns 
memory is faster than 200ns. 

Predictably, faster memory is more expensive than slower 
memory. Since adding more than 640K of memory to 
computers is a relatively new concern, you may not find a 
speed rating in your owner's manual; you may have to 
open your machine and look at the memory chips. 



As a rule of thumb, you can use faster memory than a 
machine requires, but you cannot use slower memory. 
That is, you can use 80ns memory in a machine that uses 
lOOns memory. However, if your machine uses 80ns 
memory, you cannot use the slower lOOns memory in that 
machine. Using faster memory than your computer 
requires will not speed up your computer. 

Wait States 
In the past, because fast memory was very expensive, 
computer manufacturers saved money by using slower 
memory. This compromise sacrificed memory access 
speed, and the trade-off resulted in memory wait states. 

Computers designed with wait states have special circuitry 
that forces the CPU to sit idle between consecutive 
memory fetches for a fixed number of ticks of the 
computer's clock, that is the CPU waits. This idle time 
allows slower memory circuitry to catch up to the CPU. 
The important thing to remember about wait states is that 
the more wait states a microcomputer has, the slower it will 
be in certain operations. Some machines operate with no 
wait states; the CPUs in these machines execute instruc
tions faster than those with wait states since they do not 
have to sit idle. Very few older machines have more than 
two wait states; most older machines have one wait state. 

Data Bus Size 
The data bus transports information between the CPU and 
RAM or peripheral electronic components, such as a 
monitor (screen) controller, serial port, and parallel port. 
The data bus is a set of wires whose size can vary; bigger 
busses have more wires. Data buses with more wires can 
transfer more information at one time than those with 
fewer wires. As a result, computers with larger data buses 
are faster. 

Since there is a physical connection between the data bus 
and the CPU, the data bus size is determined by the 
microprocessor in your computer. Those sizes are listed in 
the table below. 

CPU 
8088 
8086 
80286 
386SX 
80386 
i486 

Bits (Wires) Wide 

8 
16 
16 
16 
32 
32 

Larger data bus sizes cost more to implement because all 
the computer's input/output (I/0) processors must have 
the same size bus as the CPU. Typically, I/0 processors 
with large data paths are more complex and more costly to 
produce. These I/0 processors include the disk controller 
chips, the serial port chip, and the parallel port chip. 

Hard Disk Drives 
Three features of hard disk drives that greatly affect the 
usability and performance of your computer are: average 
access rate, data transfer rate, and size. 

Size 
Currently, a microcomputer's hard disk size is measured in 
megabytes (MB), i.e. millions of bytes. You can tailor the 
size of your hard drive to your data storage needs. If you 
primarily use your computer to write memos and letters, 
you probably do not need a 120MB hard disk. However, 
if you intend to use your micro for large data sets, such as 
those you would create with a database program, you may 
need more than a 20MB drive. 

You will also need room to store the applications you use. 
Many of the newer software applications require more and 
more disk space. Microsoft Windows version 3, for 
example, will consume 6-7MB of disk space. Microsoft 
Word for Windows takes 4MB; dBASE IV requires 3MB; 
WordPerfect 5.1 needs 2MB; CorelDraw! demands at least 
2.5MB; and Paradox 3 consumes 2MB. 

Average Access Rate 
Hard disks are disks, similar to the records people some
times still use when they want to listen to music. Like the 
needle that "reads" music from records, a computer's 
read/write head hovers above a disk and reads from or 
writes to the disk. 

Some hard disks can read and write the information stored 
on them faster than others. The average access time is a 
way of rating how fast a drive can position its read/write 
head over the data stored on the hard disk. The less time 
necessary to move the read/write head, the faster your 
drive can access the data stored on it. These times are 
usually in the range of 10 to 100 milliseconds (ms). 

Data is not stored consecutively on your hard disk. Instead 
data is usually spread over a number of different sections 
on the disk. This means the read/write head frequently 
must "seek" or move to the other sections of your disk. 
This seeking can happen many times for one file, so 
average access time is an important measure of hard drive 
performance. 

Data Transfer Rate 
Another often overlooked hard disk drive performance 
factor is the data transfer rate. This is the speed at which 
your drive can move data to memory from your disk drive. 
Since several factors contribute to the speed of transfer, 
such as the hard drive itself, the disk controller, and the 
type of data transfer used (SCSI, MFM, RLL, etc.), this 
number is rarely published. 



Computer Architecture: 
Real versus Protected Mode 
The Intel 286, 386, and 486 processors were designed to 
be ba.ckwa.rds compatible with the old 8088 and 8086 
microprocessors. This design means you can runs lots of 
software on the new machines, i.e., the pre-existing 
software written to run on the earlier micros. 

Intel improved the 286, 386, and 486 CPU's to let them 
take advantage of more RAM. This improvement, called 
protected mode architecture, extends the memory address 
space available to the 286, 386, and 486 microprocessors. 
Protected mode takes advantage of extended memory only. 

Software applications must be written specifically to take 
advantage of this protected mode, i.e., before programs 
can use this memory they must be aware of it. Most of 
today's software is unaware of protected mode, so they 
must be totally rewritten to use it. Todate few applications 
have been written or rewritten to exploit protected mode. 

The major users of protect mode are two operating 
systems: Microsoft Windows version 3 (which runs on top 
ofPC/MS-DOS), and OS/2, which replaces DOS. OS/2 
version 2, set for release later this year, will require a. 386 
CPU or above for its advanced memory management 
circuitry. We expect this trend to continue. 

Trends 
As the microcomputer industry matures, we are seeing 
changes in software as well as hardware. As the software 
gets faster and smarter, it demands machines that can 
handle more complex instructions quickly. As these 
demands are met, some new or revised software will not be 
ba.ckwa.rds compa.tible with the older CPUs. We are also 
seeing an increasing amount of software that runs on the 
earlier microprocessors but whose performance is poor or 
unacceptable. We expect this trend to continue. 

Conclusion 
A microcomputer's four most important performance 
factors are: CPU type, clock rate, RAM, and hard disk 
performance. If you only plan to use a microcomputer to 
write small documents, using simple word processing 
software, you could buy an inexpensive machine and be 
happy with its performance. 

If you are buying a machine for financial and data ~anage
ment and for more complex writing tasks that reqwre 
sophisticated word processing software, you should budget 
for a machine with at least a 80286 microprocessor. 
However since the price difference between 286 and 
386SX m~chines is fairly small, you may want to consider 
the 386SX for its more advanced CPU. 

If you want to work with desktop publishing software, 
advanced graphics programs, new networking software, or 
use OS/2 or Windows 3.0, we highly recommend a 
386SX, 386DX machine, or above. Manufacturers of 
advanced software will continue to exploit the hardware 
advances implemented in the 386 and i486 microproces
sors. As their software becomes optimized to run on the 
newer CPUs, the software's performance on slower 
machines will be unacceptable or the software may be 
unavailable for older CPUs. 

Finally, a hard disk drive is mandatory for sophisticated 
software. While many people are still getting along with a 
20-30MB hard disk, a 40MB or larger disk will be better 
over the long run. If you intend to run newer software, 
such as Windows 3, you should definitely look at buying 
extended memory. 

The trends we see in the microcomputer marketplace show 
that software manufacturers continue to exploit the 
capabilities of the newer microprocessors. They fine tune 
their software and add features that take advantage of the 
newer CPU's increased processing speed and ability to 
manage more RAM. If you want to purchase a micro
computer that will continue to run the newest versions of 
your favorite software, get a machine with at least a 386SX 
CPU. 

c.,-News Continued From ..... Page 145 
Paper Handling 
The built-in paper tray on each printer holds up to 200 
sheets ofl6-24lb. paper. You can use the manual feed 
option for paper (16-35 lb.) that you use infrequently or 
for envelopes (20-28 lb.). The top output tray holds up to 
100 sheets of paper. The front output tray, used for special 
size or weight paper stock, holds up to 20 sheets of paper. 

Stationery supplies that are compatible with photocopiers 
should feed into the printer properly and provide good 
looking printouts. Other paper supplies may be suitable, 
but you should test them before ordering large supplies. 
The process used in preprinting some letterheads and 
forms may make these papers unsuitable for using with 
laser printers. As with other laser printers, some envelopes 
may become sealed when fed through the 4019 or 4019E. 

Packaging 
These printers come with several guides, includin.g a guide 
to operations, a quick reference label, and a hot-line card. 
You also get one toner cartridge, one manual input paper 
tray, and a front output paper tray. 
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IBM PostScript Option 
You can add PostScript capability to the 4019 and 4019E 
LaserPrinters. PostScript is a page description language 
that is currently the standard for desktop publishing and 
other advanced printing applications. IBM's PostScript 
interpreter goes inside the printer; it fits on the printer's 
system board. In order to use PostScript with these laser 
printers, you must have more than the standard memory in 
your printer. Memory options are discussed in the Memory 
section below. 

To select the PostScript mode, you use the 4019 and 
4019E's control panels. You cannot use software to switch 
between the PostScript and non-PostScript options, and 
currently IBM does not offer an AppleTalk option. 

Each PostScript option includes screen fonts for IBM
compatible machines. If your software recognizes these 
screen fonts, you can see the fonts on your screen that your 
PostScript enhanced printer will use. Below are IBM's 
three PostScript options. The options are user installed, 
that is, they do not require a service technician. 

I. PostScript Option #8076 includes five font families: 
Times Roman, Helvetica, Helvetica Narrow, Courier, 
and Symbol. This option is shipped with the 
PostScript fonts on a font card, the screen fonts on a 
diskette, a Guide to Operations, and installation 
hardware. 

2. Outline Font Card includes eight font families: lTC 
Avant Garde Gothic, lTC Bookman, New Century 
Schoolbook, Palatino, lTC Zaph Chancery, lTC Zaph 
Dingbats, Helvetica Black, and Helvetica Light. To 
use the PostScript fonts, insert the card in one of the 
printer's card slots. The screen fonts come on a disk. 

3. PostScript Option #8086 (Premium Font Package) is 
the same as #8076, except it includes more fonts: the 
five font families included in Option #8076 and the 
eight font families in the Outline Font Card. 

Memory 
Both laser printers come standard with 512Kmemory and 
are expandable to 1.5MB, 2.5MB, or 4MB of memory. 
The printers have one slot for memory expansion options. 
To use the PostScript option you need at least 1.5MB of 
memory in these printers. 

The IBM LaserPrinters are page printers. Page printers 
compile an image of your entire page before they print it. 
If they do not have enough memory to image a complex 
page, they cannot print the entire page. Many printing 
functions consume print memory, such a downloading soft 

fonts and macros and/or printing complex full-page 
graphic images. If you plan to print complex pages, you 
may need 4MB of memory. 

4019E 
If you plan to print full-page, high-resolution images on 
the 4019E, IBM recommends that you add at least an 
additional 1MB of memory. 

4019 
If you plan to print complex pages or a full page of high
resolution images, such as graphics, on the 4019, IBM 
recommends that you expand the memory to 2.5MB. If 
you add the PostScript option and want to print at the 
printer's maximum speed (10 pages per minute), expand 
the memory to 4MB. 

IBM Laser Printers 

Model 
4019 
4019E 
0121 

Description 
10 pages/minute 
5 pages/minute 
4019E upgrade 

Discount Price 
$1342 

1017 
616 

Options 
9136 
9137 
8675 
9530 

1MB memory 
2MB memory 
3.5MB memory 
2nd drawer (holds 500 sheets) 

PostScript Options * 
8076 #8076 (5 font families) 
8086 #8086 (13 font families) 
8100 Outline Font Card (8 font families) 

Cable 
C245-9 
172550 
24542G 

parallel: shielded 
serial: 25-pin, 1 meter long 
serial: 9-pin, 3 meters long 

* special orders; not kept in stock at the Book Center 

Supplies 

$252 
504 
896 
224 

$305 
603 
469 

$27 
25 
35 

The toner cartridge can print approximately 10,000 pages 
of text, assuming 2.8% coverage of the page. 

• IBM Power Cord Precaution 
IBM notified us that some PS/2 systems have a potential 
safety problem with their power cords. While there are no 
reports of shock or injury resulting from defective power 
cords, IBM will replace some cords that have the Multilec 
label. For more details, see the Engineering Services Notes 
column in this newsletter. 
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Adaptive Technology 
October 1st Open House 

The University of Minnesota's Adaptive Technology 
Center (UMATC) will hold an open house on October 
1st. Adaptive technology enables persons with disabilities 
to fully participate in the University community. The 
purpose of this open house is threefold: 

0 Describe UMATC's services. 
0 Demonstrate some examples of adaptive technology. 
0 Allow the University community to raise questions or 

concerns about the availability and use of adaptive 
technology at the University of Minnesota. 

Everyone interested in any of these topics is invited to 
attend. The open house will last two hours. 

2:00-4:00 p.m. 
Monday, October 1st 

Room 3-176 
Electrical Engineering/Computer Science Building 

200 Union Street SE 

UMATC is a part of the Microcomputer and Workstation 
Networks Center. UMATC's services are available to 
current or potential students, staff, or faculty of the 
University. To learn more about UMATC, or to use its 
services, contact Curtis Griese!, the UMATC coordinator, 
at 626-1090. 

Engineering Services Notes 
Don Clark, ACS Engineering Services 

Engineering Services (ES) provides warranty 
service to University departments, employees, 
and students on most equipment sold through 
the discount program. We also provide service 

on equipment such as workstations, terminals, and periph
erals. If you have trouble with your microcomputer 
equipment, your first call should be to the Micro HelpLine. 
They will help you determine if the problem is with your 
hardware or software. If the symptoms point to the 
hardware, call us at 625-1595. 

• Defective Cords on IBM PS/2 SSSX 
IBM recently notified us that a potential safety problem 
exists with the power cords shipped with a limited number 
of IBM PS/2 55SX systems. The affected cables are 
marked with the label Multilec embossed on the plug 

(male) end of the cord. We have interpreted the IBM 
instructions to mean that there may be a problem with the 
safety ground wire. This would expose you to potential 
injury through electrical shock. 

Since power cables are sometimes swapped between 
computers, it is a good idea for anyone who has purchased 
an IBM PS/2 55SX or who has swapped power cables with 
other departments to check all power cords at their site. At 
our site we have nearly identical power cords with names 
such as Electri Cord, Mayor, Victor, !-Sheng, and Multilec. 
The only suspect power cord is a Multilec cord shipped 
with some IBM PS/2 55SXs. Other brands, including 
Multilec cords shipped with other IBM PS/2s, do not pose 
a safety hazard under normal use. 

If you have already installed your PS/2 55SX and have not 
received an electrical shock from the equipment, you can 
continue to use the system; it is safe. However, we still 
advise you to inspect the power cord for the Multilec label. 
If you find the Multilec label, follow the instructions below 
for obtaining a replacement cord. 

Inspect all IBM PS/2 compatible power cords that you are 
not using. If you find a Multilec label, do not use the 
power cord before calling Engineering Services. 

Obtaining a Replacement Cord 
If you find a PS/2 power cord with the Multilec label and 
you purchased an IBM PS/2 55SX, call Engineering 
Services at 625-1583. They will exchange the cord at no 
charge either on a carry-in basis or by mail. 

October 31st Deadline 
Act now! IBM has set a deadline of October 31, 1990 for 
providing free replacement cords. 

• Mac Internal Hard Disk Upgrades 
Engineering Services can replace your defective internal 
Macintosh 20MB hard disk with a 40MB hard disk for 
nearly the cost of replacing the defective disk with another 
20MB hard disk. The replacement 40MB hard disks are by 
Quantum Pro; many campus users are choosing this option 
and doubling their storage capacity. 

Similar options to replace, instead of repair, hard disks are 
available for 40 and 80MB hard disks. 

Engineering Services also offers trade-in allowances to Mac 
users who want to replace working 20 and 40MB hard 
disks with higher capacity disks. 
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Book Center Notes 

These offers are made to University departments, 
employees, and students; the regular Micro
computer Discount Program rules of eligibility 
apply. If you have questions about availability, 
phone the Electronics Desk at 625-3854. 

e New lmageWriter Price 
The discount program's new price for Apple's ImageWritcr 
II dot-matrix printer is $345; $100 less than its previous 
price of $445. 

e IBM PS/2 Bundles 
IBM is offering some of their PS/2 microcomputers at 
special prices. All the PS/2 specials are sold with IBM's 
mouse, Microsoft Windows 3.0, and IBM's 8512 14-inch 
color display - except the portable P70 which has a built-in 
display. The P70 special comes with a nylon carrying case. 
All the specials also come with PC-DOS (every IBM the 
Book Center sells includes PC-DOS). 

Some machines arc bundled with additional software; all 
the software that comes with the IBM specials is already 
copied onto the machine's hard disk. Although you get 
academic versions of the software, the only difference 
between this software and other versions is that the 
manuals are stamped "Academic Version." 

Some machines come with more RAM than those ma
chines offered at the normal discount. (You may want to 
read the IBM and IBM Compatibles: Performance Issues 
article elsewhere in this newsletter to help you understand 
whether or not this extra RAM would be useful to you.) 

Some bundles offer a considerable cost savings over the 
University's regular discount, such as the Model 30/286; 
under IBM's special offer you get the bundled items (a 
color monitor, mouse, and Windows 3.0) for $37 over the 
University's on-going discount. Other bundles offer 
different savings. 

The table on the next page lists the ten machines IBM is 
offering as special bundles. The table includes columns for 
IBM's special price and the Book Center's normal price. 
The difference between these two prices is shown in the 
column called Difference. 

You will also find a column called Value of Extras. This 
column gives you the amount of money you would have to 
spend at the Book Center to buy the items IBM has 
bundled with their machines. The amount, however, does 

not include the value ofhDC windows Utility, ZSoft 
SoftType, Asymetric ToolBook, or Arts and Letters 
Graphics Editor since the Book Center does not carry these 
items. 

The features that are standard for all the IBM PS/2s listed 
in this table, regardless of whether you order the machine 
at the normal discount or the special price, are: 

• one built-in 3.5-inch 1.44MB floppy drive 
• one built-in hard disk 
• one serial port 
• one parallel port 
• one mouse port 
• a built-in VGA display adapter 
• PC/DOS4.0 

Regular Discount 
Currently the Book Center does not carry all the items 
bundled with the IBM PS/2 specials. Here are the Book 
Center's normal prices for the items they do carry. 

Part Description Normal Discount 

Software 

Hardware 

8512 
6450604 

Microsoft Windows 
Word for Windows * 
Microsoft Excel 

IBM Mouse 
14-inch VGA color display 
2MB 85ns RAM Expansion Kit 

$67 
125 
115 

$60 
384 
597 

* Please note: Word tor Windows and Microsoft Word are 
different software packages. The Book Center's price for 
Microsoft Word is $82. 

Printer Specials 
The specials also include four IBM printers and one 
Hewlett-Packard printer. The individual printer's high
lights are described in the paragraphs below. More 
complete descriptions are available in the Microcomputer 
HelpLine; however, the only printer that the HelpLine has 
for your inspection is the 4019E LaserPrintcr. 

This issue of our newsletter includes information on 
Hewlett-Packard printer price changes. To get a broad 
view of your printer options, you may also want to look at 
those prices. 

Proprinter /II 
The Proprinter III is a 9-pin dot matrix printer that 
includes the built-in Courier 10 cpi (characters per inch) 
font. The III prints 10 cpi at 270 cps (characters per 
second) in draft mode, and includes a fastfont that prints at 
burst speeds of 320 cps. In near-letter-quality-mode it 
prints at 65 cps. The front load slot lets you feed enve-
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lopes and single sheets of paper manually into the printer 
without removing the continuous form paper. Model 

IBM Printer Specials 
Description IBM Special Price 

Proprinter X24E and XL24E Impact Printers: cable included 

The Proprinter X24E and XL24E are 24-pin dot matrix 
printers; the XL24E is a wide-carriage printer. Both come 
with Courier 10, Courier Proportional, Prestige Elite 12, 
and Draft 10 and 12 fonts and include a paper parking 
feature that lets you print on envelopes and single sheets of 
paper without unloading the continuous form paper. 

4201-003 Proprinter Ill 
4207-002 Proprinter X24E 
4208-002 Proprinter XL24E 

Non-impact Printers: cable included 
4019-E01 Laser Printer E 
HP 363Q.A Hewlett-Packard PainUet 

$349 
499 
679 

$1,039 
799 

These printers print 12 cpi at 288 cps in draft mode and 96 
cpi in near-letter-quality mode. Availability and Deadlines 

LaserPrinter E (4019£) 
This IBM laser printer is announced on page 145 of this 
newsletter; turn to that page for a description. 

The Book Center is offering these PS/2s and printers as 
special orders. The average delivery time from the date 
you order the machine until you can pick it up is about 3 
weeks. 

HP PainUet 
The PaintJet is a color inkjet printer that requires special 
paper to maintain its bright colors. Although the printer 
and its ink and paper supplies are expensive for general 
purpose printing, those who want color for graphs and 
other special purposes may want to consider this printer. 

If you buy a PS/2 before December 31, 1990 you can 
purchase a Hayes 2400 baud modem for $99; this modem 
offer includes a three-month subscription to PRODIGY, 
an information service. 

Complete descriptions ... 
of the IBM PS/2s shown here 

are in the IBM and Zenith 
Microcomputers handout. 

Handouts are available in the 

Microcomputer Helpline 

in 125 Shepherd Labs, 

in the hallway 

outside room 125, 

and from the 
· Bookstore folder on the Mac 

Information server. 

,-----------------------------
1 Performance Specifications 
I CPU Clock Wait Disk RAM 
1 Speed States Speed Speed 
r---------------------------

A. DOS/Windows offerings include this software: Windows 3.0 and PC-DOS 4.0. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Model 
30/286 
55SX 
70 

80286 
386SX 
80386 

10Mhz 
16M Hz 
16M Hz 

1 
0-2 
0-2 

Hard Disk 
30MB 
60MB 
60MB 

27ms 
27ms 
27ms 

120ns 
85ns 
85ns 

B. Solution offerings include this software: Windows 3.0, PC-DOS 4.0, 
Word for Windows as well as hOC Windows Utilities, and ZSoft Softtype. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Model 
30/286 
55SX 
55SX 
70 

80286 
386SX 
386SX 
80386 

10Mhz 
16M Hz 
16M Hz 
16M Hz 

1 
0-2 
0-2 
0-2 

Hard Disk 
30MB 
30MB 
60MB 
60MB 

27ms 
39ms 
27ms 
27ms 

120ns 
85ns 
85ns 
85ns 

C. Advanced Academic t offerings include this software: Windows 3.0, 
PC-DOS 4.0, Word for Windows, Excel, hOC Windows Utilities, 
ZSoft Softtype, Asymetrix TooiBook, and Arts & Letters Graphics Editor. 

Model 
8. 55SX 
9. 70 
10. P70 

386SX 
80386 
80386 

16MHz 0-2 
20MHz 0-2 
20MHz 0-2 

Hard Disk 
60MB 

120MB 
120MB 

27ms 
23ms 
23ms 

85ns 
85ns 

t Late breaking news for those considering an Advanced Academic offering. The 
bundled software includes faculty-written demonstration programs, hDC foreign 
language keyboard mapper, and a formula editor. In addition, some classroom 
presentation options are available from IBM; look for a coupon and more 
information with your packaging. L ____________________________ _ 



e HP Peripheral Changes 
The discount program's price for Hewlett-Packard's 

t peripherals changed recently. For complete descriptions 
~ and lists of itemized options, see the Printers and Peripher-
1 als for IBM and Zenith Computers handout. Handouts are 

available in the Microcomputer HelpLine in 125 Shepherd 
Labs, in the hallway outside room 125, and from the 
Bookstore folder on the Mac Information server. The table 
lists the old and new prices. 

22706E Times Roman 12 point 
22706F Times Roman 14 point 
22706G Helvetica 8 and 10 point 
22706H Helvetica 12 point 
22706J Helvetica 14 point 
22706M Presentations 
22706P Times Roman ASCII 
22706Q Helvetica ASCII 

Cartridge Options: DeskJet only 
22706A Courier 
22707K Landscape upgrade 

45 32 13 
45 32 13 
45 32 13 
45 32 13 
45 32 13 
60 45 15 
76 55 21 
76 55 21 

$45 $32 $13 
76 55 21 HP Peripheral Changes 

Model Description Old New Diff. 
22707L Landscape Ltr. (use with 22707K) 

\ 
) 

InkJet Printers 
2276A DeskJet $460 
2277A Desk.Jet Plus 575 

Cartridge Options: DeskJet and DeskJet Plus 
22707A 128K RAM (for soft fonts) $100 
227068 Prestige Elite 60 
22706C Letter Gothic 60 
227060 Times Roman 8 & 10 point 45 

Gothic and Courier 
22707E Epson FX-80 emulation 

$420 $40 
520 $55 

Cartridge Options: DeskJet Plus only 
22707F Epson FX-80 emulation 
22706U TmsRmn 30 point 
22706V Helvetica 30 point 

$66 $34 22706R TmsRmn 8/10/12/14 
45 15 22706T Helv. 8/10/12/14 point 
45 15 22706W WordPerfect font package 
32 13 

!----------------l-------------
1 IBM Specials and Prices Regular Discount Prices 

---------------------------

Difference 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Special 
8530-T31 
8555-T61 
8570-T61 

Special 
8530-U31 
8555-U31 
8555-W61 
8570-W61 

Special 
8555-U61 
8570-121 
8573-121 

RAM 
1MB 
2MB 
4MB** 

RAM 
1MB 
2MB 
2MB 
4MB** 

Price 
$ 1,649 

2,699 
4,399 

Price 
$ 1,799 

2,349 
2,799 
4,499 

RAM Price 
4MB** $ 3,749 
4MB** 5,499 
4MB 5,579 

Normal 
8530-E31 
8555-061 
8570-E61 

Normal 
8530-E31 
8555-031 
8555-061 
8570-E61 

Normal 
8555-061 
8570-121 
P70-121 

RAM 
1MB 
2MB 
2MB 

RAM 
1MB 
2MB 
2MB 
2MB 

RAM 
2MB 
2MB 
4MB 

Price 
$ 1,612 

2,452 
3,412 

Price 
$ 1,612 

2,212 
2,452 
3,412 

Price 
$ 2,452 

3,952 
5,092 

$37 
247 
987 

$187 
137 
347 

1,087 

$ 1,297 
1,547 

487 

60 45 15 
60 45 15 

$60 $45 $15 
60 45 15 
60 45 15 
76 55 21 
76 55 21 

115 85 30 

----, 
Value 1 

of Extras* I 
I 

$511 
511 

1,108 

$636 
636 
636 

1,233 

$1,348 
1,348 

478 

* (a) Includes Color monitor, mouse, and Windows; some specials also include, Excel, Word for Windows, and extra RAM. 
The P70 does not include a monitor; it includes a nylon carrying case whose discount price is $111. 
(b) Does not include hOC Windows Utility, ZSoft SoftType, TooiBook, or Arts and Letters. 

** These Specials come with more RAM than the machines sold at the regular discount price. 

~-----------------------------------
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HP Continued ••• • PostScript for HP Laser Printers 
Model Printer Description Old New Diff. Now you can buy PostScript-in-a-cartridge for your HP 

LaserJet III, liP, or liD printer. PostScript is a page 
Soft Fonts for DeskJets description language that is currently the standard for 

(requires at least one 22707A RAM cartridge) desktop publishing and other advanced printing applica-
22708A TmsRmn/Helv tions. (The Laser Jet Series II printers do not support this 

8/10/12/14 point $60 $45 $15 
22708C* TmsRmnjHelv cartridge.) The package includes these ll font families: 

8/10/12/14/30 point 76 55 21 ITC Avant Guard, ITC Bookman, Courier, Helvetica, 

22708D* Univers Helvetica Narrow, New Century Schoolbook, Palatino, 
8/10/12/14/30 point 76 55 21 Symbol, Times Roman, ITC Zapf Chancery Medium Italic, 

* only the DeskJet Plus can print 30 points and ITC ZapfDingbats. The PostScript cartridge fits into 
the printer's font cartridge slot. Prices are in the table 

2225C/D/P ThinkJet $286 $260 $26 below. 

3830A opt 1 PainUet & serial interface ** $730 na To switch between using PostScript and the PCL printer 
3830Aopt 2 PainUet & HP-IB interface ** 730 na 
3830A opt 4 PainUet & parallel interface * * 730 na language supported by the HP LaserJets, you must turn 

* * the PainUet is a special order the printer off and remove the PostScript cartridge. 

Laser Printers Memory Requirements 
33471A LaserJet liP $870 $780 $90 

In order to use PostScript with LaserJets you must have 

Options for Laser Jet liP more than the standard memory in your printer. The III 

33474B 1MB memory board $330 $250 $80 or liP require at least 1MB of accessory memory. The liD 
33475B 2MB memory board 660 570 90 requires at least 2MB of accessory memory, and if you want 

to print on both sides of the page, you need 4MB. 
33440A LaserJet Series II $1250 $1350 $100 
33447A LaserJet liD $2485 $1875 $610 The Laser Jets are page printers. Page printers compile an 

Options for Laser Jet Series II and liD 
image of your entire page before they print it. If they do 

33443B 1MB memory board $395 $310 $85 
not have enough memory to image a complex page, they 

33444B 2MB memory board 795 500 295 
cannot print the entire page. Many printing functions eat 

33445B 4MB memory board 1530 930 600 up print memory, such as downloading soft fonts and 

C2053A HP font cartridges: macros and/or printing complex full-page graphic images. 
#C01 through #COB 135 115 20 Memory upgrade options are listed in the HP Peripheral 

33412-13 HP soft fonts 160 120 40 Changes table above. 
C2057B/58B Type Director 

font management 65 25 40 The Laser Jets liP and III have two memory expansion 
C2052B/54B Premier Collection 180 120 60 slots, and both printers use the same memory expansion 
C2050A #D80 through #D84 137 120 17 boards. The Laser Jet liD has one slot for memory expan-

33449A LaserJet Ill $1390 $1250 $140 
sion, and it uses different parts than the liP and IlL 
Having one slot means that if you add a 2MB board to the 

Options for Laser Jet Ill liD, you must remove it to install a 4MB board later. 
33474B 1MB memory $330 $250 $80 
33475B 2MB memory 660 570 90 The Book Center is working with other sources to get 

better prices for memory upgrades to the HP printers. 
Dot Matrix Printer However, at press time we did not have the details about 

2235A RuggedWriter $980 $885 $95 the prices or availability. 

Plotter 
7740A ColorPro e AppleTalk for HP Laser Printers 

opt 001 & 002 $750 $690 $60 
17440A ColorPro Graphics You can also buy an AppleTalk interface for the HP 

Enhancement Cartridge 110 96 14 LaserJet III, liP, and liD printers so you can connect 
these printers to an AppleTalk network. To use the 

Desktop Scanner AppleTalk option, you make selections from the printer's 
9195A ScanJet Plus $925 $835 $90 front control panel. Prices are in the HP PostScript and 

AppleTalk Options table below. 
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HP PostScript and AppleTalk Options 

Model Description Discount Price 
PostScript (requires more than the standard memory) 
33439P Cartridge for Ill, liP, liD $ 425 

Apple Talk 
33416A 
33417A 

liD and Ill LaserJets 
liP LaserJet 

• MathCAD Discount 

$195 
195 

You can buy the full professional version of Math CAD for 
both Mac and IBM for $135 at the Electronics Desk. If 
there continues to be sufficient interest in MathCAD, the 
Electronis Desk expects to continue to be able to order the 
software for $135. 

Training Resources 

The Microcomputer Center owns training 
packages for many popular software programs. 
These training packages are available to Univer
sity of Minnesota departments and current 

employees and students. There is no fee for using these 
packages, and you may check them out for 48 hours. 
However, before you can check them out, you must sign a 
Usage Agreement and leave your University of Minnesota 
ID with us. We will return your ID when you return the 
training materials. To use these materials you must supply 
your own equipment, such as computer, cassette player, 
and your own software. To reserve or check out materials, 
phone 625-1300 or stop in room 132 Shepherd Labs, 
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Generally the PC/MS-DOS (IBM and compatible personal 
computers) disks are available on 5.25-inch 360Kand 3.5-
inch 720K disks; the Macintosh disks are BOOK. The Mac 
packages listed below are marked with anti; IBM packages 
are marked with a •>. We recently added the following 
training materials to our library. 

e New Macintosh Audio Training 
We have new audio training materials from Personal 
Training Systems for three Mac applications: 

• Aldus PageMaker 4.0 
• Aldus FreeHand 2.0 and 
• Illustrator 88. 

This material is self-paced and talks you through the 
software step-by-step. Each package includes one 90-
minute tape, one practice disk with examples, and a 
command summary card. 

ti Aldus PageMaker 4.0: 6 Tapes 
Lessons for Tape 1 -Beginning PageMaker: 1) Examin
ing a Newsletter; 2) Creating a New File; 3) Placing Text; 
4) Placing Graphics; 5) Entering Text; 6) Finishing 
Touches. 

Lessons for Tape 2- Intermediate PageMaker: 1) Creat
ing Master Pages; 2) Inserting Pages; 3) Cropping Graph
ics; 4) Finishing Touches; 5) Reshaping Text; 6) Creating 
a Price List; 7) Changing Indents; 8) Mixing Columns; 
9) Creating Coupons. 

Lessons for Tape 3- Tips and Techniques: 1) Lengthen
ing a Story; 2) Creating Pull Quotes; 3) Shortening a 
Story; 4) Hyphenating; 5) Improving Headlines; 6) Wrap
ping Text; 7) Creating Drop Caps; 8) Special Effects; 
9) Printing Options; 10) Numbering Pages. 

Lessons for Tape 4- Advanced Features: 1) Customizing 
Boundaries; 2) Flowing Text; 3) Using Styles; 4) Import
ing Styles; 5) Applying Color; 6) Sharing Colors; 
7) Retaining Formats. 

Tapes 5-6: When you purchase PageMaker 4.0 you get 
tapes 5 and 6, What's New for 4.0- Parts 1 and 2. If you 
own an older version ofPageMaker, these tapes may help 
you decide whether or not you want to get the upgrade. 

ti Aldus FreeHand 2.0: 1 Tape 
Lesson plan for Tape FHI - Beginning FreeHand 2.0: 
1) What is Freehand; 2) Tracing Artwork; 3) Working with 
Graphic Files; 4) Creating Basic Shapes; 5) Changing a 
Line; 6) Filing Objects; 7) Designing Graphics; 8) Flowing 
Text. 

ti llustrator 88: 4 Tapes 
Lessons for Tape 1 -Beginning Illustrator 88: 1) What is 
Illustrator; 2) Tracing a Template; 3) Creating Rectangles 
and Ovals; 4) Using the Text Tool; 5) Build Business 
Card; 6) Build Business Card; 7) Build Business Card. 

Lessons for Tape 2 -Intermediate Illustrator 88: 1) Join
ing Paths; 2) Creating Straight Lines; 3) Change Shape of 
Path; 4) Deleting Lines; 5) Using the FreeHand Tool; 
6) Creating Curves; 7) Join Curves and Lines; 8) Combin
ing Drawing Tools. 

Lessons for Tape 3 -Creating Special Effects: 1) Blend
ing Shapes; 2) Shearing Text and Shapes; 3) Creating 
Dashed Lines; 4) Layering Shapes; 5) Curving Text; 
6) Creating Patterns; 7) Sharing Patterns; 8) Creating 
Colors; 9) Print Color Separations. 
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Lessons for Tape 4 - Precision Drawing Techniques: 
l) Setting Preferences; 2) Using Shortcuts; 3) Overlaping 
Borders; 4) Locking and Hiding Shapes; 5) Creating 
Isometric Boxes; 6) Creating Wireframe Objects; 7) Print
ing; 8) Creating Templates. 

And Books, Too 

If you cannot find the computer books you want 
in the Book Center's Reference section, tell us 
what books you want to buy. Send specific titles 
or areas of interest to: Maureen O'Brien, 160 
Williamson Hall, Minnesota Book Center, 231 
Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455. 

Here's what is new in the Reference section. 
tl Computer Viruses 11nd Antivirus W11rf11re by Hruska, a 

Wiley publication for $32.95. 

tl OSF/MotifReference Guide by Young, a Prentice Hall 
publication for $24. 

tl P11geMaker Companion, Mac version 4.0 by Danuloff, a 
Dow Jones publication for $24.95. 

tl TeXfor the Impatient by Abrahams, an Addison
Wesley publication for $26.75. 

Fall Short Courses 

> Registration Begins September 19th 

Registration ,... Registration is handled by the Microcom
puter and Workstation Networks Center. Registration for 
Fall Quarter 1990 begins Wednesday, September 19th. 
You can register in person at the Microcomputer Center in 
room 132 Shepherd Labs, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m. 
or by mail. 

Classes are filled in the order registration is received. Fees 
must accompany your registration. You can pay fees by 
cash, check, or Journal Voucher. The deadline for registra
tion is 4:00 p.m. on the working day before the class 
begins. For additional registration information, call the 
Microcomputer Center at 625-1300. 

Cancellations ,... If you cannot attend a class, call the 
Microcomputer Center at 625-1300 to arrange a refund. 
We need to hear from you so that we can contact people 
on our waiting lists. 

Refunds ,... No refunds will be made if you cancel your 
registration within 48 working hours of the beginning of a 
cl11ss. However, if we must cancel a class, we will refund 
your registration fee in full. 

Prerequisites ,... Classes are grouped according to their 
prerequisites. Each course grouping is preceeded by this 
symbol: .... 

Look for these additional symbols 0 @ C) to alert you to 
whether a particular class has one, two, or three prerequi
sites. Please note: instructors will not slow down classes to 
accommodate students who have not mastered the stated 
prerequisites. 

Other Training Resources ,... The Microcomputer 
Center owns training packages for many popular software 
programs. These training packages are available to Univer
sity of Minnesota departments and current employees and 
students. There is no fee for using these packages, and you 
may check them out for 48 hours. However, before you 
can check them out, you must sign a Usage Agreement and 
leave your University of Minnesota ID with us. We will 
return your ID when you return the training materials. 

To use these materials you must supply your own equip
ment, such as a computer and cassette player, and your 
own software, such as WordPerfect or Microsoft Word. To 
reserve or check out materials, phone 625-1300 or stop in 
room 132 Shepherd Labs. New training materials are 
listed elsewhere in this newsletter. 

c.- No Hands-on. Limited Enrollment. 

c.- These classes have no prerequisites. 

New ,... Designing Local Area Networks: This 2.5-hour 
overview discusses how to construct local area networks, 
link microcomputers and workstations together, and use 
LANs for file and printer sharing. The overview covers 
AppleTalk, Novell, Ethernet, and Token Ring networks as 
well as how to link departmental LANs to the campus-wide 
network. 



New ,... Introduction to UNIX System Adminis
tration: This 3-hour course is for the novice UNIX 
system administrator. It is an overview of how to set up 
and administer UNIX workstations, including SUN, 
NeXT, IBM RS-6000, and others. In this overview we will 
cover basic concepts and procedures, configuring a work
station for use on the campus network, configuring the 
UNIX mail system, security considerations, where to find 
more assistance, and what resources are available. 

Introduction to Novell Network: This 2-hour presen
tation provides an overview of the Novell Netware net
working software. In this class we will discuss the organi
zation and operation of the Novell network system. This 
course is intended for new users and does not cover 
installation specifics. 

Strategies for Networking Microcomputers and 
Workstations: see course called Designing Local Area 
Networks. 

( .. Hands-on. Limited Enrollment. 

( .. This class has no prerequisites. 

Changed,... Introduction to DOS: This 6-hour course 
is for new users ofPC/MS-DOS versions 3 or above. The 
course includes a brief discussion on microcomputer 
hardware and a hands-on introduction to DOS operating 
system commands and hard disk management. 

( .. Hands-on. Enrollment Limited to 10. 

( .. These classes have at least one prerequisite. 

Changed,... Orientation for IBM Campus Network 
Users: This 2-hour overview is for the novice network 
user who wants to learn how to use the campus network. 
We will cover some of the basics of accessing the campus 
network, such as using network programs for terminal 
emulation (Telnet, TN3270) and file transfer (FTP) as well 
as using POPmail electronic-mail software. To get a free 
copy of these programs, attendees should bring one disk 
for NCSA Telnet, four disks for TN3270, and one disk for 
POPmail. Please note: this class does not include informa
tion on using modems. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

Changed ,... Writing DOS Batch Files: In this 2-hour 
course you will learn how to organize and write Batch files. 
This course also offers examples of Batch files to automate 
your computer startup procedure. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

New ,... Introduction to Microsoft Windows 3.0: This 
2.5-hour class is an overview ofWindows 3.0. In this class 
you will get a taste of using scroll bars, icons and other 
features of a graphical environment, such as using a mouse 
to select and input information. You will manipulate files, 
work with single and multiple windows applications and 
learn how to transfer data between applications. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

Introduction to OS/2: This 2.5-hour class is an overview 
of the IBM's newest operating system: OS/2. In it you 
will learn about the features offered by OS/2, including 
the presentation manager, multitasking, virtual memory 
management, LAN Manager, Database Server, and the 
Communications Manager. DOS Compatibility and issues 
concerning migration from DOS to OS/2 will also be 
discussed. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

Introduction to Paradox: This 7.5-hour course covers 
the basic concepts of database management. The course 
covers only interactive commands. You will create several 
databases and learn how to enter data, modify it, and 
retrieve it. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.2: This 5-hour course 
will familiarize users with basic Lotus spreadsheet concepts. 
You will be introduced to beginning commands by enter
ing a sample spreadsheet. You will set-up your own 
spreadsheet, enter data and formulas, use commands, 
functions, formats, print, and create several charts. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

Introduction to Excel for PC/MS-DOS: This 4-hour 
course will familiarize users with basic Excel spreadsheet 
concepts. Using sample spreadsheets, you will learn how to 
enter data and edit a worksheet, enter simple formulas, 
move information around, and preview the result of your 
commands. In addition you will open and save Lotus l-2-
3 and Multiplan SYLK worksheets in Excel. Although the 
course is primarily designed for keyboard users, we've 
included some tips on using a mouse. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 
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Introduction to WordPerfect 5.0/5.1: This 5-hour 
course is for new WordPerfect users. You will learn to: 
create and edit files; use simple formatting commands, such 
as set margins, tabs, and page numbering; enhance text by 
using center, bold, and underline commands; manipulate 
blocks of text; and use search and replace and the spell 
checker. 
._. Workbook Notice: The fee for this WordPerfect 

class includes the cost of a workbook; the workbook is 
required for this class. You can pick up the workbook 
when you register or on the first day of class. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 

Changed~ Intermediate WordPerfect 5.1: This 3-
hour class will include working with merge documents and 
mailing labels; creating headers and footers; setting up 
multiple columns; and using fonts. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to DOS. 
@Prerequisite: Mastery oflntroduction to WordPerfect 

5.0/5.1. 

( ... Hands-on. Enrollment Limited to 10. 

( ... This class has no prerequisites. 

Macintosh Fundamentals: In this 2.5-hour class you will 
learn how to manipulate files and use the mouse, keyboard, 
window environment, pull-down menus, cut/copy/paste 
commands, clipboard, and tl scrapbook. 

( ... Hands-on. Enrollment Limited to 10. 

( ... These classes have at least one prerequisite. 

Changed ~ Orientation for Mac Campus Network 
Users: This 2-hour class is for the novice network user 
who wants to learn how to use the campus network. We 
will cover some of the basics of accessing the campus 
network, such as using network programs for terminal 
emulation (Telnet, TN3270) and file transfer (FTP), as 
well as using POPmail electronic-mail software. To get a 
free copy of these programs, attendees should bring one 
disk for NCSA Telnet, two disks for TN3270, and two 
disks for POPMail. Please note: this class does not include 
information on using modems. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 

New ~ Mac Graphics Fundamentals: This class is 
useful for anyone who wants to learn to use clipart, 
integrate graphics into their thesis or report, or create 
organizational charts, and is a prerequisite for PageMaker, 
HyperCard, and FileMaker. 

In this 2-hour class you will be exposed to three different 
types of graphics programs, discover their strengths and 
weaknesses, and learn how to integrate them. You will use 
MacDraw, object oriented software, and MacPaint II, bit
map freehand drawing software, to create illustrations. 
You will learn to use computer graphics tools as well as 
how to copy, move, and transform images. Finally, you 
will copy a business chart from Excel and paste it into 
MacDraw. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 

Introduction to Word 4.0: This 5-hour class is for new 
Macintosh Word users. You will use character and para
graph formatting and move blocks of text. In addition, 
you will learn how to: move quickly through your docu
ments; manipulate multiple windows; set margins, tabs, 
indents, page numbers, headers and footers; insert foot
notes; use the spelling checker; and preview your work. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 

Intermediate Word 4.0: In this 5-hour class you will 
learn to set tabs and tab leader characters; manipulate 
graphics and borders; create tables; set up multiple headers 
and footers, multiple columns, and a merge document; 
transfer a list to a table; and sort data. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
@ Prerequisite: Mastery of skills covered in 

Introduction to Word 4.0. 

New ~ Customizing Word 4.0: This 2.5-hour class 
will include glossaries, style sheets, changing default values, 
and customizing your menu options. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
@ Prerequisite: Mastery of skills covered in 

Introduction to Word 4.0. 

New ~ Intermediate MacWrite II: In this 2.5-hour 
class you will learn how to create form letters and use the 
mail merge features. You will also master creating station
ary templates, changing default settings, and using tabs to 
create tables. Other topics are also covered. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
@ Prerequisite: Familiarity with MacWrite II. 
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Introduction to Excel2.2: In this 5-hour course you 
will set up several spreadsheets and use Excel's format and 
paste functions as well as absolute and relative addressing. 
You will move data between Excel and MacWrite and 
create charts. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 

Intermediate Excel 2.2: In this 5-hour course you will 
create your own format and function macros and use the 
Macro recorder function to set up command macros. You 
will link spreadsheets and extract data from an Excel 
database. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
8 Prerequisite: Mastery of skills covered in 

Introduction to Excel. 

New,.. Introduction to 4th Dimension: This 6-hour 
class will cover basic concepts of relational databases. You 
will create a relational database and learn how to design 
layouts; enter and modify data; find and sort information; 
and design reports and graphs. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 

Changed ,.. Introduction to HyperCard: This 5-hour 
class covers effective use of Apple's simple yet powerful 
information management system. We start out learning 
how to retrieve and modify information and how to 
navigate within and between stacks. Next you will copy 
and create your own buttons that will enable you to link 
cards to other cards or to stacks. Finally you will learn how 
to author your own stacks and look at HyperCard's 
English-like scripting language. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
8 Prerequisite: Mastery of Graphics Fundamentals. 

Using HyperTalk: This 5-hour course is for the Hyper
Card stack author who has been learning bits and pieces of 
HyperTalk, but wants an organized introduction to the 
building blocks provided in this language. The first session 
will include stack design issues, messages, objects, scripts, 
handlers, functions, and built-in HyperTalk commands. 
Next we will discuss several HyperTalk scripting techniques 
and "idioms" including field input validation, import/ 
export of text, simulation of hypertext, field content 
sorting, scrollbox simulation, radio buttons and checkbox 
handling, pop-up fields, and buttons and use these tech
niques to design stacks. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
8 Prerequisite: Mastery of Graphics Fundamentals. 
@) Prerequisite: Familiarity up through the authoring 

level in HyperCard. 

Changed ,.. Introduction to Desktop Publishing with 
PageMaker 4.0: In this 5-hour class you will put to
gether a newsletter and a poster. You will create a master 
template, override that template, manipulate blocks of text 
and graphics, and wrap text around graphics. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
@ Prerequisite: Mastery of Graphics Fundamentals. 

Changed ,.. Introduction to FileMaker: This 4-hour 
class covers basic concepts of database management. You 
will create a database and learn how to enter data; find, 
change, and sort information; and design simple reports. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
@ Prerequisite: Mastery of Graphics Fundamentals. 

Intermediate FileMaker: This 4-hour class will cover 
more advanced topics such as columnar reports with 
subtotals, linking files, repeating fields, and scripting. 
0 Prerequisite: Mastery of Mac Fundamentals. 
@ Prerequisite: Mastery of Graphics Fundamentals. 
@} Prerequisite: Mastery of skills covered in 

Introduction to FileMaker. 
j 
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Fall 1990 Short Course Schedule. Fees differ for the following three groups: 

Fees 
® @ 

Section Date(s) Weekday(s) Time 

e General 
Designing Local Area Networks .............. free free na Sec. l ............. Nov. 12 ..................... M ................ 1:304:00 pm 

Introduction to UNIX 
System Administration ..................... free free na Sec. 1 ............ Dec. 4 ........................ T ................. 1:004:00 pm 

Introduction to Novell Network ............... free free na Sec. 1 ............. Oct. 12 ..................... F ................. 2:004:00 pm 

eiBM 
Introduction to DOS .............................. $40 60 90 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 3,4,5 ................. W,Th,F ......... 10:00-noon 

Sec. 2 ............. Oct 23,24,25 ............ T,W,Th ......... 2:004:00 pm 
Sec. 3 ............. Nov 26,28,30 ............ M,W,F .......... 10:00-noon 

c,.. Mastery of "Introduction to Microcomputers- DOS" or equivalent 
is required for the IBM classes listed below. 

Orientation for IBM 
Campus Network Users .................... free free na Sec.l ............. Oct 10 ..................... W ................ 9:00-11:00 am 

Sec. 2 ............. Nov 12 ..................... M ................ 10:00-noon 

Writing DOS Batch Ales ........................ $20 30 50 Sec. 1 ............. Nov. 15 ..................... Th ............... 2:004:00 pm 

Introduction to Windows 3.0 .................. free free na Sec. 1 ............. Oct. 22 ..................... M ................ 1:304:00 pm 

Introduction to OS/2 ............................. free free na Sec. 1 ............. Nov. 14 ..................... W ................ 1:304:00 pm 

Introduction to Paradox ......................... $40 60 90 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 9,10,11 ............. T,W,Th ......... 1:304:00 pm 
Sec. 2 ............. Nov 26,28,30 ............ M,W ,F .......... 1:304:00 pm 

Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 ........................... $40 50 80 Sec. 1 ........... Sept 27,28 ................ Th,F ............. 1:304:00 pm 
Sec. 2 ............. Oct 15,16 ................ M,T ............. 1:304:00 pm 

Introduction to Microsoft Excel ............... $40 50 80 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 25,26 ................ Th,F ............. 10:00-noon 

Introduction to 
WordPerfect 5.0/5.1.. ...................... $51+ 61+101+ Sec. 1 ............. Oct 

Sec. 2 ............. Oct 
11,12 ................ Th,F ............. 9:30-noon 
29,30 ................ M,T ............. 1:304:00 pm 

Sec. 3 ............ Dec 6,7 .................... Th,F ............. 9:30-noon 

Intermediate 
WordPerfect 5.1 * .......................... $25 35 60 Sec. l ............. Nov. 19 ..................... M ................ 1:004:00 pm 

+ Note: The fee for this class includes the cost of a workbook. You can pick up the workbook when you register for this class. 

* These classes have additional prerequisites. See Course Descriptions for more information. 



CD University students, ® University faculty and staff, and @ others. 
Fee, Registration, and Cancellation information is on page 158. 

Fees Section Date(s) Weekday(s) Time 
(!) ® @ 

eMac 
Macintosh Fundamentals ...................... $10 10 10 Sec.1 ........... Sept 27 ..................... Th ............... 9:30-noon 

Sec. 2 ............. Oct 8 ........................ M ................ 9:30-noon 
Sec. 3 ............. Oct 19 ..................... F ................. 9:30-noon 
Sec. 4 ............. Oct 31 ..................... W ................ 9:30-noon 
Sec. 5 ............. Nov 5 ........................ M ................ 1:30-4:00 pm 
Sec. 6 ............. Nov 16 ..................... F ................. 1:30-4:00 pm 

<~Mastery of "Macintosh Fundamentals" or equivalent 
is required for the Mac classes listed below. 

Orientation for Macintosh 
Campus Network Users .................... free free na Sec. 1 ............. Oct 4 ........................ Th ............... 2:00-4:00 

Sec. 2 ............. Oct 30 ..................... T ................. 10:00-noon 

Mac Graphics Fundamentals ................. $10 10 10 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 8 ........................ M ................ 2:00-4:00 pm 
Sec. 2 ............. Nov 1. ....................... Th ............... 2:00-4:00 pm 

Introduction to Word $35 45 85 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 2,3 .................... T,W ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 
Sec. 2 ............. Oct 17,18 ................ W,Th ............ 1:30-4:00 pm 
Sec. 3 ............. Nov 13,14 ................ T,W ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 
Sec. 4 ............. Nov 27,29 ................ T,Th ............. 9:30-noon 

Intermediate Word * ............................ $35 45 85 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 23-24 ................. T,W ............. 9:30-noon 
Sec. 2 ............. Nov 15,16 ................ Th,F ............. 9:30-noon 

Customizing Word * ............................. $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ............. Dec 4 ........................ T ................. 9:30-noon 

Intermediate MacWrite II * ................... $35 45 85 Sec. 1. ............ Dec 5 ........................ w ................ 1:30-4:00 pm 

Introduction to Excel 2.2 ....................... $35 45 85 Sec.1 ............. Oct 17,18 ................ W,Th ............ 9:30-noon 
Sec. 2 ............. Nov 27,29 ................ T,Th ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 

Intermediate Excel 2.2 * ...................... $35 45 85 Sec. 1 ...... 0ctjNov 31,2 .................. W,F ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 

Introduction to 4th Dimension ............... $35 45 85 Sec.1. ............ Nov 6,7,8 ................. T,W,Th ......... 10:00-noon 

<~Mastery of "Macintosh Fundamentals" and "Mac Graphics Fundaments" 
or equivalent is required for the Mac classes listed below. 

Introduction to HyperCard ...................... $35 45 85 Sec. 1 ............. Oct 15,16 ................ M,T ............. 9:30-noon 
Sec. 2 ............. Nov 6,7 .................... T,W ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 

Using HyperTalk *·······························$35 45 85 Sec.1. ............ Dec 3,4 .................... M,T ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 

Introduction to Desktop Publishing 
with PageMaker 4.0 ......................... $35 45 85 Sec. 1 ............. Nov 8,9 .................... Th,F ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 

Sec. 2 ............. Dec 6, 7 .................... Th,F ............. 1:30-4:00 pm 

Introduction to RleMaker ....................... $35 45 85 Sec.1 ............. Oct 1,2 .................... M,T ............. 10:00-noon 
Sec. 2 ............. Nov 1,2 .................... Th,F ............. 10:00-noon 

Intermediate RleMaker *·····················$35 45 85 Sec.1. ............ Nov 13,14 ................ T,W ............. 10:00-noon 

* These classes have additional prerequisites. See Course Descriptions for more information. 
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Microcomputer and 
Workstation 

Networks Center 

Rrst Aid for computer 
users since 1980 

Contact our Micro Helpline 
626-4276 (dial ma micro) 

9 am-4 pm, Monday-Friday 
Shepherd Labs, Room 125 

East Bank Campus 

Training Resources 
phone: 625-1300 

132 Shepherd Labs 

MN Faculty Resource Center 
phone: 626-1090 
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MN Adaptive Technology 
Center: UMATC 
phone: 626-1090 

314 Nicholson 
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Newsletter Reprints 
(1) If you want back issues of volumes 3 to the present 
issue, Kinkos will make them for you for a nominal fee. 
The master copies are downstairs at the Kinkos shop at 
306 15th Avenue SE. This shop is open Sunday to 
Saturday. (2) The Information server, accessible to Mac
intoshes directly connected to the University's internet, 
has the six most recent issues of the newsletter. 
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